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Presenting the 2016 range of 
Goodordering’s cycle friendly bags.

Designed in Hackney, East London, 
by Jacqui Ma; Goodordering’s 
bicycle bag collection bridges the 
gap between performance and 
fashion. These highly versatile, 
practical and stylish accessories are 
perfect for a life on the go. 

Inspired by Japanese school bags 
and airline bags from the 70s and 
80s, the range is a contemporary 
take on retro matching luggage for 
the modern commuter.
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Goodordering Market Shopper
The ultimate multi-functional bag. A shoulder bag, bicycle 
pannier and backpack in one. Five external pockets and 
waterproof fabric makes this bag essential for everyday use.
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whatever
the weather MARKET SHOPPER
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surprisingly
spacious

Goodordering Handlebar bag
This best seller adapts easily from a 
shoulder bag to a handlebar bag to fit 
almost any bicycle. Extremely versatile 
and useful, this bag also features several 
internal pockets, waterproof fabric and 
adjustable shoulder strap.
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HANDLEBAR BAG
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thoughtfully
designed

Goodordering Messenger
Hidden bicycle pannier fixings make this 
classic shoulder bag useful both on and off 
a bicycle. This stylish work bag features a 
padded laptop pocket inside and multiple 
useful pockets on the outside as well as a 
comfortable, wide, adjustable shoulder strap.
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messenger
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sports
meets Fashion

satchel bag
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Goodordering Satchel
Inspired by school days, this slimline shoulder bag is ideal for getting around 
town with minimal hassle and minimal load. Lightweight and waterproof, it is 
the essential bag for work or play.
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picnic pannier

Goodordering Picnic Pannier
Nostalgic in design, this bag features a boxy 
shape and insulated fabric making it perfect 
for weekend adventures. For more sober 
week day affairs, its padded laptop sleeve 
and wide shoulder strap ensure everyday 
practicality. It clips easily onto your bicycle 
using the extra strong hooks.
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RETRO
design
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MEET THE
FAMILY

mini-backpack

musette

backpack
Pannier

handlebar bag
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38 x 28 x 13cm
14.2 litres40 x 30 x 14cm

16.8 litres

35 x 25 x 1cm
3.5 litres

26 x 19 x 13cm
6.5 litres

30 x 20 x 7.5cm
4.5 litres

picnic pannier

satchel bag

market shopper

messenger bag

saddle bag
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9cm dia x 27cm
1.7 litres

37 x 26 x 6cm
5.9 litres

40 x 31 x 15cm
18.5 litres

40 x 28 x 10cm
11.5 litres

35 x 32 x 14cm
16.7 litres



Featuring a detachable and adjustable shoulder strap, 
this bag tranforms from a musette to a laptop or clutch 
bag. Front slip pocket and reflective stipes on the back 
add extra functionality to this minimalist bag.

Goodordering Musette

unisex15

musette
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functional
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Goodordering Bicycle Pannier 
This classic bicycle pannier converts into a shoulder bag. Its roomy interior 
includes space for two laptops, a mesh pocket on the lid and five external 
pockets. Side reflective strips improve safety when travelling at night.
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PANNIER



MULTI
PURPOSE

saddle bag
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Goodordering Saddle bag 
With its ability to attach to almost 
anything, this compact versatile bag 
is an everyday essential. Waterproof 
fabric and a detachable shoulder 
strap transform it from a saddle bag 
to a shoulder bag in moments.
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backpack
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PLAYFUL design

Goodordering Backpack 
A perfect bag for work or play, this backpack is also the 
ultimate mobile office with its mulitple pockets, separate 
laptop section and spacious interior. Comfortable padded 
shoulder straps and retro, unisex design make this bag a 
Goodordering classic. 



KID
FRIENDLY
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mini backpack

Goodordering 
Mini-backpack 
This mini version 
of the backpack is 
adapted especially 
for children. Featuring 
extra reflective strips, 
a detachable harness 
and chest straps to 
stop the bag slipping 
off the shoulders. 
Scooter attachments 
add a bonus function.
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Goodordering bags are ultimately 
versatile and grow with your life. 
That is why you can use your 
handlebar bag on your buggy, or 
your nappy bag on your bicycle. 
We want our bags to be accessible 
by everyone at any age with any 
lifestyle.

These are our 10 design values 
1. Versatile
2. Functional
3. Stylishly designed
4. Gender neutral
5. Playful
6. Seasonless
7. Fashionless
8. Timeless
9. High quality
10. Value for money 
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bike bags for
everyone
Goodordering draws on the 
nostalgia and the carefree days 
of being a child in the 1980s. 
Practical in design but first and 
foremost playful and friendly, the 
Goodordering brand believes 
that life should be colourful and 
fun. The adventurous spirit of 
Goodordering does not have 
to be trekking up a mountain, 
we believe that sometimes the 
biggest adventures are just 
around the corner.
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CONTACT

sales@goodordering.com
www.goodordering.com

@goodordering 


